
Competition Regulation of

F.C.I. “Intercontinental Cup” One Loft Ace Pigeon Race

Shanghai Blue Harbor Branch Race

Host: Federation Colombophile Internationale

Organizer: Chinese Racing Pigeon Association and Tai'an

Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone Management

Committee

Branch Race Organizer: Shanghai Blue harbor Racing

Pigeon Club

Branch Race Judges From: Chinese Racing Pigeon

Association & Shanghai Chongming Racing Pigeon

Association

A. Participation Conditions and Entry fee

1. Participation Conditions

①Any fanciers who agree and voluntarily obey this regulation

can sign up for this branch race.

② The participating pigeon must wear an official foot ring with

FCI logo of the year of 2021 recognized by the national or

regional association. The corresponding pedigree documents

should be provided as well.



2. Entry Fee

The entry fee is RMB 3,000 per pigeon. Fancier from abroad

needs to pay equivalent foreign currency. The RMB 1,8442,000

of the total entry fee will be used as the branch race bonus(the

bonus receipt is provided), while the rest will be used as the

event service fee.

3. Participation Way

① Pigeons will be collected at : Shanghai Blue Harbor Racing

Pigeon Club

② Contact: +86 136 1172 1566 Liu Qiuming

4. Pigeon Collection Time:March 1 to June 30, 2021

B. Competition Items, Time and Bonus Allocation Mode

In this Branch Race there will be the First Race, the Second

Race, the Third Race, the Fourth Race, Team Race and Ace

Pigeon Race

1.The First Race

①Distance: 200 KM

②Time: Beginning of November 2021

③Prize list and bonus allocation

1st Place RMB 10,000

2nd Place RMB 10,000



3rd Place RMB 10,000

4th - 100th Place RMB 2,000

2.The Second Race

①Distance: 350 KM

②Time: Mid of November 2021

③Prize list and bonus allocation

1st Place RMB 10,000

2nd Place RMB 10,000

3rd Place RMB 10,000

4th - 100th Place RMB 2,000

3.The Third Race

①Distance: 450 KM

②Time: Mid or End of November 2021

③Prize list and bonus allocation

1st Place RMB 10,000

2nd Place RMB 10,000

3rd Place RMB 10,000

4th - 100th Place RMB 2,000

4.The Fourth Race

①Distance: 550 KM

②Time: End of November 2021

③Prize list and bonus allocation



1st Place RMB 1,000,000

2nd Place RMB 500,000

3rd Place RMB 200,000

4th - 10th Place RMB 100,000

11th - 500th Place RMB 20,000

501st - 1000th Place RMB 10,000

5.Team Race

① Race Rules: Each Small Team contains 6 pigeons, it could

be regarded as a Small Team when signing up 6 pigeons. Each

Big Team contains 12 pigeons, it could be regarded as a Big

Team when signing up 12 pigeons.

The rankings will be ranked from the top 600 of the 550KM the

Fourth Race(the Final Race). The fancier who owns more

pigeons in Top 600 wins the Team Race. If fanciers own the

same quantity of pigeons, then the ranking will be compared

according to the fastest pigeon of them.

② Prize list and bonus allocation

Small Team Race

1st Place RMB 30,000

2nd Place RMB 30,000

3rd Place RMB 30,000

4th - 10th Place RMB 10,000



Big Team Race

1st Place RMB 80,000

2nd Place RMB 40,000

3rd Place RMB 20,000

4th - 20th Place RMB 10,000

6.Ace Pigeon Race

① Race Rules:

Calculation formula: Two Races Ace Pigeon will be calculated

according to the sum of the same pigeons’ speed per minute in

350KM Race, 450KM Race and 550KM Race. If the results

come into the same, then the faster pigeon in 550KM Final Race

wins.

② Prize list and bonus allocation

1st - 5th Place RMB 20,000

Three Races Ace Pigeon will be calculated according to the sum

of the same pigeons’ rankings in 300KM Race, 430 Race and

520 Race. If the results come into the same, then the better

ranking in 520KM Final Race will win.

② Prize and Bonus Allocation:

Two Races Ace Pigeon(430KM+520KM)

Bonus for Top 5: pure Gold medal (50g weight) for each winner

Three Races Ace Pigeon(300KM+430KM+520KM)



Bonus for Top5：pure Gold medal (50g weight) for each winner

C. Competition Rules

1.The competition should be organized according to the

regulations and rules of “Chinese Racing Pigeon Competition

Rules(2019)”.

2.There will be officials appointed by F.C.I. to supervise the

Final Race. All the chief judge will be appointed by CRPA in

each race, while the executive judges will be appointed by

Shanghai Chongming Racing Pigeon Association. All the works

of Basketing, Scanning, Liberating, Checking loft and Checking

results should be charged by judges.

3.There will be an arbitration committee of this branch race. The

name list of arbitration committee will be announced before the

first race to all the participating fanciers. If any disputes appear

during the races, participating fanciers can apply for arbitration

to arbitration committee in written form within the regulated

time period.

4.Clocking Equipment

Benzing Electronic Clocking System will be used in this branch

race. The results will be ranked according to the speed per



minute(with 4 places behind the decimal points kept). The

pigeons with the same speed will be ranked by PC automatically.

In case of electronic system troubles or other force majeur, the

judge committee of this branch race will make the final

sentence.

5.Detailed Regulations of Qualifying Race and the Other

Races

① The regulations of qualifying race: the entry fee should be

paid after the 100KM training.

② After the warm-up race, all the races will be organized every

7 days. If the previous race is postponed, the later races will be

postponed accordingly.

③ In the Final Race, the specified fragile stickers will be used

to cover the pigeons’ footrings. The result will be cancelled if

the fragile sticker is not intact when pigeon flies back.

④ The weather conditions should be executed according to the

regulations and rules of “Chinese Racing Pigeon Competition

Rules(2019)”. If the weather at the liberation place or along the

way fails to meet the weather conditions, then it is supposed to

wait at the liberation place. If the next day’s weather can not

meet the conditions either, it is supposed to take the



participating pigeons back to the basketing place. The next race

will be postponed accordingly.

⑤ Homing and Clocking Regulations

The race will be extended to the sunset on the next day if the

amount of arrived pigeons on the liberation day fulfills the prize

list. The clocking will stop after half an hour from the sunset,

and it will restart from half an hour before the next sunrise.

⑥ Regulations for special situations

If the total amount of the arrived pigeons in the valid homing

period fails to fulfill the prize list, the arrived pigeons will be

awarded according to the regulation. Ace Pigeon Award or

Team Race Award will be ranked according to the valid arrived

pigeons’ comprehensive results. The rest of bonus will be

averaged by all other pigeons in basketing list.

D. Time and Place of the Races:

The First Race: Liberate at Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province.

beginning of November

The Second Race: Liberate at Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province.

Mid of November

The Third Race: Liberate at Lianyungang City, Jiangsu Province.

Mid or end of November



The Fourth Race: Liberate at Linyi City, Shandong Province.

End of November

E. The Ownership of Awarded Pigeons

After the branch race, there will be awarding ceremony and

auction organized for awarded pigeons. The owners of the

awarded pigeons should provide the according pedigree

documents. The 60% of auction income belongs to the owner

while the other 40% belongs to branch race organizer.

F. Other Regulations

1.All participating members shall strictly abide by the relevant

national laws and regulations during the competition. Any

organization or individual is strictly prohibited to engage in

gambling activities by taking advantage of this competition.

2.If the competition weather fails to meet the liberation

conditions according to the weather forecast, the branch race

organizer will change the race date according to the weather

forecast issued by the official national meteorological agency.

Detailed information will be announced through the official

website.

3.In case of force majeure, serious epidemic and relevant



national regulations, the competition will be suspended and

postponed in accordance with the national regulations. The

specific arrangements will be further notified.

4.There will be an arbitration committee in this branch race. In

case of any major problems or disputes during the races of this

branch race, the arbitration committee will conduct arbitration,

and the arbitration result will be implemented by the organizer

of the branch race.

5.The right of final interpretation of this regulation belongs to

Shanghai Blue Harbor Racing Pigeon Club.


